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  Welcome to my second issue of EANA’s Newsletter!  I am 
excited to share the voices of our members and beyond 
with yall.  The purpose of Freeway is to ‘build NA unity 
through communication’.  Keeping with our First Tradition 
personal recovery is made more 
available and our Fifth Tradition, our primary 
purpose is to carry the message to the addict who still 
suffers.  
  As we move into the “colder” months, holidays and still 
this world is at disarray Recovery is that much import-
ant.  For a lot of us Holidays and Family are not easy, and 
add this Pandemic on top of it all, oh boy!  My NA Fam-
ily means the world to me and I wouldn’t be sitting here 
writing this today if it wasn’t for yall.  Let’s walk out of our 
comfort zone, hug a newcomer, reach out to an old friend, 
call a suffering addict…and just spread LOVE!  I will leave 
you with that, enjoy your read…enjoy your loved ones…
just enjoy!
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Gratitude Gratitude by Stephanie L.by Stephanie L.
     

SHARING HOPE - straight from your voicesSHARING HOPE - straight from your voices

   It all started with Natasha H’s sponsor giving her an assign-
ment to write down five things she was grateful for and that 
began a change in her perception. Today, gratitude means that 
“at the end of the day, no matter what, it is enough” and each day 
is a gift. Gratitude has allowed her to find value in everything 
good and bad… including herself. It stimulates acceptance and 
humility as well as strengthening her tolerance. Gratitude has 
allowed her to come out of her “shell of mistrust”, and has shown 
Natasha her own importance, in turn allowing her to love others 
unconditionally. Because of this gratitude she is receptive to life 
lessons, no longer runs from negative emotions but “sits still” 
and feels them, waiting on a new level of understanding about 
the situation. 
     It is now easy for her to feel grateful when things are going 
well and those collected moments of gratitude continue to carry 
her through bad times. That resilience to stick things out started 
with small things, like the ability to be present and not just say 
“F it” and run after an argument with her dad. That attitude of 
gratitude evolved into something more second nature as time 
passed, such as being grateful she still had her identification 
after losing her wallet (and a substantial amount of money) and 
even taking it as a spiritual lesson to slow down instead of self 
destruct.
     Today she is grateful that she is clean, for Narcotics Anon-
ymous, and that she is an active member of NA who has the 
strength and courage to reach out to other recovering addicts. 
She gratefully no longer feels alone and has a relationship with 
a loving Higher Power. This attitude of gratitude has given her 
many gifts: self worth, respect and appreciation for her loved 
ones, the desire to be of service, and the awareness that she is a 
gift as a human being whose experience, strength, and hope can 
help the next recovering addict.

COVID hit me hard. I got laid off, stopped going to meetings, depression hit, it was like a perfect storm. It wasn’t long 
before I started using again. 2 years & 10 month -down the drain. I knew exactly where I was headed, I’ve been there 

before. That was 3 months ago,I now have 94 days! If COVID taught me anything, it was that the daily routine I had in 
my recovery was more important than I thought. - Michelle
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Region Events:Region Events:
TBRCNA: Feb. 5-7 @ Omni Austin at Southpark

Multi-Zonal Service Symposium of Narcotics 
Anonymous
Aug. 27th- 29th 2021

World Links:World Links:
World Service Conference 
World Virtual Meetings

NA Lit:NA Lit:
NEW Mental Health IP
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Blood, sweat, and tears FROM- The NAWAY MagazineBlood, sweat, and tears FROM- The NAWAY Magazine
   I am in my third year of recovery with a clean date of 26 April
2017. This is the most cleantime I have had since middle school,
and I am now 40 years old. I was introduced to the rooms of
recovery about five years ago, so I obviously didn’t get the program 
right away. I think I really just wanted to get over the “hard stuff ” and 
get back to using a little. When I got out of treatment with my certifi-
cate of completion, they sent me on my way. I believed I had this thing 
under control; that is what my disease allowed me to believe. I tried 
for two years to get a grip on how to use responsibly. I do remember 
the good, safe feeling of love in the rooms during that time, but I got to 
that point where I needed to change or die. I was the 30-day-go-back-
out-and-use guy. I got a sponsor, but I didn’t call much and I didn’t 
work the Steps. I used meetings to hear myself share and for the social 
aspect. I eventually came back to the rooms—my home—desperate for 
relief from my disease and myself. I was willing to do anything! I went 
to every meeting I could, even those group
business meetings. I asked for help finding a sponsor because
I didn’t trust my own decisions. 

COVID- I have had to seek out my recovery in different 

ways. I have unexpectedly become closer to some people & 

distant from others. I remind myself to perceive others w/ 

compassion because this is affecting all of us. -Lauren“ ”
WHATS GOIN’ ON ~ events round youWHATS GOIN’ ON ~ events round you

SINGLE VS RELATIONSHIP ~ in recoverySINGLE VS RELATIONSHIP ~ in recovery
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ANOTHER LOOK ~ from other NA PubsANOTHER LOOK ~ from other NA Pubs

Recovery isn’t just to quit using, but finding out who I am and what I want. 
Having been in a twelve step program before coming to NA I knew that 

relationships can be, very painful. Pain is something I desperately tried to avoid 
as a newcomer. Having found a sponsor with similarities to me I was very open 
about using sex and relationships as an escape. His suggestion was simple, “seek 
out a relationship with your higher power and yourself ”. Seems easier said than 
done but it was a suggestion I needed to be willing and open minded about. 
Having gone through the first 11 months of my recovery celibate and working 
the 12 steps of NA I was able to first develop a strong relationship with my 
higher power and second, I was able to see clearly what it I was a wanted in life 
and how my higher powers will for myself played a part in that. For the first 
time in my adult life I stopped actively seeking out a relationship and was just 
working on myself. I am so grateful for taking the suggestions of my sponsor 
and working the steps, as my life today is drastically different and better than I 
ever could have imagined prior to being in recovery. After much time and work 
I am happy to say that today I am in a healthy relationship(for the first time in 
my life), I know how to set boundaries, and that I have a deep connection and 
relationship with the God of my understanding. I never would have been able 
to receive these blessings without taking the suggestions of my sponsor and 
listening to my higher power. Being single and celibate as a newcomer was a 
cornerstone to my recovery and a decision that I will always be grateful for. The 
lie is dead, I too can recover!-Anonymous

When I became a member of NA, I heard my predecessors say not 
to get into a relationship or end one for at least the first year of 

working the NA program. Fortunately I was married when I came to 
NA so I didn’t have to struggle not to play around with the fellas. I did 
everything my sponsor said and even quit flirting. My marriage ended 
in divorce when I had 10 years clean. I firmly believe we teach others 
how to treat us.  

  It wasn’t until I had worked the 12 steps with my Sponsor a few times, 
before I realized I didn’t treat myself like I wanted to be treated. Until 
I learned how to respect and love myself I couldn’t show others how to 
respect and love me. Until I made time for my own self-care, I couldn’t 
show others how to care for me. While working the 12 traditions with 
my Sponsor, I learned how to apply the spiritual principles of the tra-
ditions in all of my relationships to include my romantic relationships. 
I wish that I could tell you I always applied the lessons I’ve learned 
from working the steps and traditions, but that would be lie.  I met a 
guy in a NA meeting. After the meeting several of us went to fellow-
ship. He told me I looked like his next ex-wife and I fell hard. I forgot 
all about showing someone how to treat me. I was feeling like a failure 
because my marriage had ended and the attention he gave me made 
me feel special.  I went through hell with this dude. He had clean time 
but had not worked all 12 steps. When I finally ended the relationship 
I made a decision not to mess with any guy who hadn’t worked all 12 
steps and 12 traditions.   

   When I had 12 years clean I met the man who was to become my 
husband at a NA function. We both had worked the 12 steps and 
12 traditions with our Sponsors several times. We dated for 6 years. 
During that time we talked about our hopes and dreams, what we 
would or wouldn’t tolerate in a relationship, what we would do if one 
of us relapsed, how we wouldn’t try to work each other’s program and 
we set healthy boundaries. We thought each other how to treat each 
other.   We laughed and became best friends and lovers. We shared 
about our common welfare and how the traditions applied to our rela-
tionship. We learned to share and how to give and take. Our literature 
tells us that relationships can be a very painful area. We have found 
by practicing the spiritual principles in our marriage we are happily 
married just for today.- Anonymous

“ Thanks to narcotics anonymous when COVID hit, I already 

had the tools I needed to stay clean no matter what.

- Anonymous Addict ”
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